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WORKING: ORGANIZATIONS

1. An organization,chart shows:

A. the formaLrelationdhips between the people who form an
orginiziaon 0

APB., the informal relationships between,the people who forte an
organization

C. :the duties dotie by,each worker in the organization
p- ,the kind of product or service_ made by the orggnization
,

-, Which of, the following best describes an' organization?

people satisfying all of their own needs without help from.
'1'others.

(N,; B. a number of people who are alike
C. people working together to reach a goal bycooperating and

dividing jobs
D. people working alone to reach their own goals

3. .Which of the following'is correct?

'A. very few workers today'belong to a union
B. about one-fourth of all workers today belong to a union
C. about three-fourths of.all workers today belong to a union
D. almost every worker today belongs to a union

. Which of the following is not true of all organizations'?
. ,

A._ responsibilities are divided among the members or workers
help the organization reach its goals .

B. organizations have "power-centers" to direct them toward,
their goals

G. organizations get'rid of people who are not doing their jobs
correctly

D. organizations - encourage people to work alone to reach goals

5. A manager who is in charge-of jobs that add directly to organizational'
goals, such as an assembly line boss can be described as:

%-

A. a staff manager
B. 'a line manager'.
C. an indirect manager/
D.' an operations manager

. a

h.

Which of the following is'an example of a staff manager?

A. an assembly line, supervisor
B. a foreman
C. an'economic advisor
D. production manager
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.7.- When workers will-not give help to others: /

Is,

A. it is harder tereach group,goals and finish-individual jobs
B. they are helping reach organizational gpals
C. they are working Sogether well SEA. dividing_jobs between'

workers -

D.
/

it is easier for people to satilp theirTown needs
4

. worker who believes it is important to work well with others
/would probably:.

A. not give help to other workers
B.

.

not accept puggestions, criticism or help Tom other workers
C. not be willing to give and receive help in work situations
D. not know about the whole. operation of the organi3ation

4,
9. If a labor union and organization management have needs that are

in conflict, which Of the following will probably happen?

A. all of the union's needs will be satisfied
B. none of the union's needs will be satisfied
C. union and management will compromise so they_both can meet

some of their needs
,

D. all of the management's. needs will be satisfied-.

10. Alice jas been working for an organization for six'months at an
important job. She only cares about her job and will not help
other workers. Alice will lAt accept any help-or suggestions from
other workers about her job even though she is not doing th* job
correctly. Which of.the following will probably happen to Alice?

A. she will be promoted by the organizatibn
B. the organizatiOn will get rid?of her
C. nothing will happen '

D. she will be given a Iess important job

11. Ellen just got a job in an organization and is not sure where
she "fits in" tothe whole organization. Which of'the following
would be most helpful to Ellen in finding out where she "fits in?"

1°

A. the worker handbook of rules
B. the organization chart
C. the company, policy book it

D. the union's list of things it does to help wo kers

11.
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12. Labor unions-were formed as a way of dealing with the confliCts
between individuals and organizations. Which of the following is

%

an example of conflicting needs between the union and the..'
organization management?

.

A. workers want a normal amount of work4 to dcr and the organization.:
wants high, quality work

B. workers want safe working conditions and the organization wants
a .good safety record

C. 'Workers waneinterestingwork and the organitation wants
workers to work well t geeher

D. workers want more money 4 the Organization wants to tutcosts

13. Which of the following is not true of ap organization?

A. people join together.to reach goals by working together well
B.- people divide jobs along themselves
C. one person's job in,an organization is not impOrtant
-D. successful people in the o'rganIzationgiveand receive help

j

14. Which of the followinCis not shown by the organization chart?

A. the different)parts'(divisions or departments) of the organization.
and how they fit together . .

B. all the lines of communication
Ca. the formal relationships between the people who form an organization

, D. who is supposed to be whose bossor supervisor

15. Which of the following best describes the purpose of labor unions?

A. "labor unions are orgadized for the purpose of getting workers
, more/Money .-

'D. labor unions are organized fOr the purpose of hurting the
organixption

C. la r unions are organized to give workerk more,power in dealing
w th-the Conflicts between individdalspand organizaiiime

D. abor unions are organized to help:organization management
atisfy the needs of organizations

16. To reach the goals Ofthe organization, each person must do his
or her o ob. Yet, only once in awhile can one person doa job
without he from others. Onwhich of the f 'llowing is this sentence
based?' - A

,

A. an organization is m4deup ()Ca group.of people joining togethei
to reach goals by working together well and dividing jobs

.

among theta ,es

B. orgLizations get rid of'people who are not doing their jobs
correctly .

, ,,

C. organizations have "pauper- centers" to direct them toward their
, J goals
D. people can meet'their needs more easily when they work alone

, -
I

A
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MOTIVATION FOR WORK

1. Human needs can best be4described as:

A. .the way a person,feels:about something
B. those things or feelings that people want or need.
-C.' the way a person- feels about someone elite
D. those things or feelings that people do not want-or need

2.' Which of the following is not a kind of. basic human need?

A. physical needt
B. security needs
C. social needs
D. transportation needs

3. Which of the fdlloyin&best-explaint work?

A. work is done when you are paid for something that you don't
rea115, want to do

work,is dOne.when you really try to do something to qUisfy
other people't needs

-

C. work is done when you really try to do something to satisfy
your own needs and also to satisfy other people's. needs

D. work is done
y
only when you Make money for what you do

4. Which of the following is the most basic Of all human needs?

A. physical needs
B. security needs
C. social needs
D. need for self - respect and worth

5.- People working at jobs that give them.a sense of belonging are
satisfying:

A. physical needs
B. security needs
C. social needs
D. need for self-respect and'worth

.6. A worker who says "I hate my job, I am only working at this -job
fOrthe-mOney" is indicating only:

A. satisfaction of the need for self- fulfillment
i. satisfaction of the need for-telf-respect and worth'
C. satisfaction of social-needs
D. satisfaction of physical.and security needs

ti
.

1 0

'lc
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7. Which of the following basic human needs is'the least satisfied =

by most workers?

- A. physical needs
B. security needs
C. social needs
D. needs for self-fulfillment

B. When people want toyork in oreder to meet their needs or reach
goals, they are:

t

A. selfish, .

B. motivated
C. unhappy
D. lucky.

-

9. A person has not been working for some time, has run out of motiCy
. and has no place to live. The person is looking for any kind of

a job: What typelpf basic human need is the person trying to
satisfy?.

A. physical needs
B. security needs
C. social needs
D. needs for self-respect and worth

10. John feels as though he is in a situation in which he must try to
meet the needs of others but is not allowed to do anything to
'meet his own needs through his job. Which of the following'is
the.best description of his situation? -

A. normal working conditions
A. slavery
C. a satisfying job.
D. voluntary work

11. Betty has worked ex her job foil, two years. ''.She earns good money -

and enjoys the friendships with her fellow workers. However,
Betty ,does not like her job. She feels as though she is. not doing
anything important. Which of the following basic human needs is
Betty not satisfying at,her,job?

A. physical needs
B. security needs,

:1

C. social needs. ,11(

D. needs for self-respect and worth

11



12. When George began looking for a job, what he oaredaboui most
was that thft. company he-Went to-work for had good medical insurance.
-for employees and agooa retirementplan. He'did not ouuli. to worry-....-
ab0ut what would happen if he got 9ick or how he would liVe'when, .
he retired. Which of the following basic human needs doeiGOrge
careare most:about?

1
' N--A. physical needs

B." security needs
C. social .

.D.' needs for self-respect and worth.
ir .

13. People dcy not care abodt'theirsocial fleets until their Physical
and security needs are satisfied. On which of the followidg
is this statement based?

- .

A, when we satisfy-one ielgl of need, we move to :bother,
B. physical needs are,not as important as social n ds
C. social needs are.the hardegt,to-satisfy

.

D. there is dd.relatianship betwee4;the different type of 'basic
.human needs \

,
. . . -

.

14. Mach one of the followinghastjescribes,why people go to work?

A. people go to work because, they eed the money.
B. people go,to work because other peop1%.make them,

. C. people go to work to-satibf e basic hunt.* needs
D. people go to work only if t ey,have,to

# v.

15. ir oPeople should look'at thewn needs'and how-these'needs can be
satisfied, through work. Which of following does not,agree

1 'with-this statement?

.

A. since each person is different, individuals are likely to
have different reasons for working /

rB. to many people, gArk means more than just a way to-earn money
C. work means satisfking only the needs of others and is almost

like slavery - . )
,.

i
.

.
.

D. work can be very satisfying and rewarding if ivatieies not
only physica]. and security needs, but also oth r types of

.,_,I,bneeds such:as social neata, needs for self-respect and self-
lfiIlment needs

0
.,

,16. A psychologist studies the problem of workers-who are not satisfied
and unhappy by talking to several hundred workers. The psychologist
found thavmany of- the workvs were not satisfied and unhappy for

' difterent.treasons. Why do you thihk there were different ,reasons
, for tjie workers to be not satisfied and -unhappy?

-

A. different people are'motivated to work
.

to satisfy different
hdman,needs ;4. .

B. workers are mostly concerned about making more money.
C. the workers did not'all work at the same job

. D. all workers -are concerned with satisfying the same needs
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UNDERSTANDING. SELF

0 ,

1. Perceptions can best be des-C^ribed as:

A. the way wesee,,,things, people and situations
B. the attituaes we have about things,.pe le and situations

'C. those things, people and situations we atUe
-D. those things, people and situations we'd alike

2. Standards for 'deciding whether,somethinglis good or bad are called:

A. perceptions
B. behaviors
C. values
D. interests

3. Which of the following is probablythe least important when doing
a self-evaluation in order to understand-yourself. better?

A. your self-Concept
B. where you live
C. your perceptions
D. your values

4. iHow people see themselves is called:

A. mood
B. value
C. prejudice
D. self-concept

. Stereotypes can affect a person's perceptions. -Which of the
following is an example of a steredtyPe?,/

A. nurses are women
B. daydreaming is a waste of time
C. a fair day's pay for a fair day's wo
D. a poor self-concept

6. A paz4on who says "the way to be happy is to enjoy mysef and
not think about -my problems" piObably believeS that:

A. it is easy to spend more.. time and energy in staying away from
problems than it would take to solve them

B. staying away from problems.is easier.than solving them
staying away from a problem can often make it seem bigger than

. it really, is
D. staying away. lrom problems, over a long time, almost always

makes theMworse and harder to deal with than they were in
-the firstiplace
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7. A pQrson who says "My Childhood and things tb:it happened in the
past determine how I feel now, and there is nothing I can do abou'''

it" probably believes:

A.- people have'the ability to change their actions so that they
can act in ways that, are more to their advantage

B. the past has no magic-effect on a person's present or future
°C. the feelings and attions people learn as children are the

feelings an actions they will have-when they are older
D. sometimes the wayil of acting that got people what-they wanted

as children will not work when they are older

8. Other people can often be "mirrors" for our perceptions of our-
,

selves. We often see in others what we do not want to sere or
believe about our-selves. Which of the following is not an example
of 'this idea?

A. :a man who says."nobody listens to me".when really it is he who
doesn't listen to others

B. a woman who sees her boss as being cold and unfriendly when
really it'is she who is'cold'and unfriendly..

C. a man who likes-anotherpersdn's warm, friendly a itude when
he really has the ability to be warm and friendly

D. a woman who enjoys the friendship of a fellow worker because
they are the same type of people

9.1 Joan has worked, for the same company for over two years and has
been doing the same job for all of that time. She is very good.
at her work. ,She has been offered new reaponsibilitieb and challenges
at different times. Howevfr, Joan has.never taken the opportunities
becaUse sheis frightened she will do poorly at a new job and mess
up her future with the company. Which of the following beliefs
does this situation best describe?r
A. I'have control over my feelings
B. solving problems is easier than staying away from them
C. I must not fail at anything - if I do, it means that I am

either stupid, lazy or iiad
D. most things in life that seem scary or dangerous, seem that

way because I want to-look at.them that way

10. When people are trying to decide what types of jobs to look for,
they should:

A.,' choose jobs that.they. are interested in
B.. take the first job they are offered, no matter what it is
C. choose jobs that.friends would like
D. never-tAke the first job offered

15
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11'. Tom started work two months ago at adepartment store.fa a sales.i
clerk. He enjoyed his job and was doing very well fore the firitmonth. Tom had set a. record for most sales by g new worker durAng
the first month: The boss gnd.Tom,la felloW workers had told Teo'manyalnes that he did. goad work. However, lately.Tom has seen.'..
that no;matter hOw well he does; the boss and Other eales people
don't seem,to see it. He doesn't-understand why because he tells
them everyday how many sales he is making. .Tom has seen that most
of hisfelIONiarkershavestarted staying away from him. He is
starting tethiik- that heis'failing at his job and can't figure
out why, people are staying away from him. Which of the following
beliefs does this situation best show?

A. I need and must have approval all the time from all the people
I think are important

B. I must not fail at anything
C. I have control over my feelings
DI
V

Solving problems is easier than staying away from them

12. 4.If people want to look at themselves, in different work situations
and think about changes they ant to make in their actions, they-
should do a self evaluation by:

A. looking at their self-concept, beliefs, feelings and values
B. looking at their way of seeing others,
C. tooking,at their Interests
D. all of the above

13. Ivan and. Terry were fighting about whether possibl to change
your feelings about people and things. Terry said that lint er

4#' people and things cause my feelings." Terry thought that things
that happened in the past caused how she4eeis now. 'Which of the
following sentences shows how Terry would end the talk?

A. feelings can be changed if -you try hard enough
B. feelings can be changed easily

.

C. people have no control over their feelings
D. people have control over their feelings

14. Which of the following best describes why people should do a
self-evaluation?

ti

A'. people can help themselv by looking at themselves honestly
and finding things in wh ch they can improve themselves

B. businesses can make more money if all workers do,a self-evaluation
C. people need and must have approval and love from all the people

.they think are important
. a self-evaluation will keep workers from failing at anything

16r
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15. People do noX:Ilwayssee other people as they really area Which
of'the following does not agree with this idea?

!,.c ,,
,

A. (*.moods, prejudices and.things that. happened in thVast cause
'the. we see others '' :

':7- people"often:See:what they want to see
.C. ,perceptions of.othlfs are always correct 0,
D. people see'thinis aiitheY have seen th the past

16.
0-

_ .

People should look at themselves all the time n work situations 4
,

and think' about changes they want to make in their actions: On,
whth of tilt' following is this 'statement based?

A. self-understanding is a thing people should do all through,
their lives, because people are always changing

13: once people become Older their peAeptions, feelings, and
values will not change

C. self-evaluation is .a hard job that needs to be done only-once
in a lifetime

D. people cannot learnibbout themSelves from other. people
F

11

4, '1U(. "4' o 1 ;. .' ' "I

'
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1. Which .oft thee follqwing best describes motives:

INTERPERSONAL, RELATIONS

A. needs or ASireswhich e4164 people to act :in certaih
B. the attitude a pereon has about sqmething or .someone

:'\ t 'hose things anclkpeppieWhich we slake
D.' rules for:decidi440 something is good or' bad

Which'One of the foll*iPg ;e: not true of perception:
-

perCeption is ieiatect to our eliperiencea
o%,B. perceptions 4ocat

C. perception it IlnqUe "people see things differently
'D. ,perception causes.at we do

3. Most people wiiO lose their jobs, lose them because:

A. they do not:have'the needed technical skills
B. they miss work a lot
C. they are nit able to work with fellow workers and bosSesD. they are ithlucky.

4. Whh of the following is not a problem in interpersonal -relations?

A. people having different perceptions of a certain situationB. people becoming upset or angry with others
C. people who do not have the needed skills to finish a job.D. peoPle who do not notice others' feelings

5. One way to'stay clear of interpersonal problems is to "listen" for
feelings of other people. "Listening" for feelings means:

a

A. asking the other person to speak more clearly so you can
'I.' understand

B. asking the other person to speak louder so you can hear
every word

G. noticing feelings in the other person that are not,being
directly shown by words

D. remembering word for word.what themother'person said

HeadaChes, stomach.ulcers, high blood presSure and/or heart
attacks are more likely to happen when people:

A. do not notice and express feelings
B. express positiVe feelings

,

C. express. negative feelings -c

D. learn,ways of expressing their.feelings
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7. Our relationships with other.people are greatly caused by .how
we "see" 'or "hear" them. We see or hear:other people through
our preilaices and biases. This idea is shown best by

4

A. workers pulling tokOher to help a fellowForker with, a big' job
Ja boss Who:thinks ailew worker. will be .a troublemaker because

. the new worker looks like a past.empkoyee.who was firecrfdt
causing trouble

4

C. workers all. through a-company shos.iing a positiveeattitude
toward th6ir'jobs

D.! a worker who is very good at the technical parts of the1job
but has trouble getting along with fellow workers

8. 'John is.good at telling others how he feels in work situations.
and had developed.good interpersonal relhtions with fellow workers.
At what.is this worker, good?

A. setting ideals for what is good pr
B. tailing about sitpations and .Problems openly and tactfully

the technical parts of his job
D. looking at things frqM only\one point of view

9., Paul is very angry with something happening on the job.' Because
of this he is making mistakes In his work. The best thing for
Paul to do is:

A. nothing, feelings go away by themselves
B. show his feelings by "exploding" at the person causing the

problem
.

.

C. let goof his anger by yelling at the - person who he is
working with .

.

D. 'openly talk about the problem with the boss or fellow worker

10. Debra works in the shipping section of a large company. It is
Lot her job to answer the questions of workers about receiving.
One day a worker asked her to help him check on a late shipment
of goods he was supposed receive.- She sharply told him that
checking on shipments coming in was not part of her job. The
worker was angry:and. reported her to the boss. How should Debra
have handled the question?

A. Debra handl d the quOtion in the best way
B. Debra,shoul have checked on the shipment coming in even

though it s not part of her job, just to make the worker
happy

C. Debra shoUld have tactfully told the worker that it was not
part of her job and .showed the worker to the person who
could help
Debra should have told the worker to-checi:on the order
himself.

7
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Andrew's desk is across frqm the office door. Even,though he is
not the receptionist, algosteverybne stopsat_hisfriesk for
directions. Atfirst he was very nice in helping them find the
pereon for whom they were looking. Latgly,,howeVer,,he has
become angry with the many questions. Sometimes, he won't 'en
look -up at the person but just points in, the direction the
person . should gO. The. problem is causing Andrew to do pour
work and he wants it'eleated up. Andrew should:

A. keep being unfriendly to peopleasiing for'directions
they won't bother hithe next time.

B. accept the job of'giving directions as another
his work load

)C. .openly talk,about the problem with his boss to try to
figure out an answer'to the Problem'.

D. igffore the problem because it will probably*go away,in time

12. Larry is a very fast worker and expects-Ofher worliers to Weep
up with him.. "Larry is young and usually finds it hard to get
along with the older workers. Recently he had an argument with
an older woker he was working with about whether the older
worker could work as fast as Larry before the older worker had
even started working. What seems to be the cause for Larry's
Problem ininterpersonal'relations:

part of

sod

A.
B.
C]

Larry is too good at his Job.
Larry is prejudiced against older
Larry does'nothaye the necessary
his job well
Larry has tO0uatwork to do and
problem openly ,with his boss

13. Which one of the following beet describes
interpersonal relations on the job:

M. workers who do .not have:the necessary techhiCal skills
lose their jobs
in order to be successful, workers must be'able to handle
the technical skills of the job but must also1be able to.
notice and express feelings at work and get along With fellow
workers

C. to be successful, awor ker must b e ableto.get along with all
fellow workers no matter what the situation

D. workers with the necessary technical skills do not.have to
be worried about getting along with fellow workers

workers

technical skills to'.do

shddldt-ilk about the

the importance ^of ood

B.

A
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14: Negative.feelings-can later show up as a bad mood., lxheadache or
a zudden "explbsioe,oVet a small thing olit made you angry.
Whidliof the following is the iae'P upon which this statement
is based:
00" .

..,- . .,
, 6 e

I,

A. negative feelings, such, as anger,__ not goaWay by ..

themselves , : .,

B. people have feelings both on and off thojob
, . '

s

C. most people lose their jobs because t.,ey.can't get alortg
with felloW worker& .

.

. _

becauseD. it is best to try .tO forget about negative feedings ecause
they will go away by themselves in time

. ,

f

15. A.psychologAt-iptUdied the problem of why people sometimes
'hive-trouble showing their feelings. The psychologist founa
that some people are afraid that others will not like them'if
they,show their''negative feelings. Some people have trouble
showing negative feelings without hurting someone else. Also;
somepeople,are afraid others may hurt them if they show their
feelings. Which of the-followin.is necessary befOre people
can show their feelings:

A. the feelings "must be recognized.
B. the feelings 'must ke'foigotten about if possible
C. the feelings must be allowed to build-up over time
D. the feelings must be positive

.

16g. Sally and John were fighting about whether or not workers should
hide their. feelings from the boss if they do, not agree with the
'boss about something. Sally said that,not agreeingwitha boss
is a sui wa.yto.get fired. John, however, said that it is
important to-show-yoUr feelings even to the boss. He said that
.if negative feelings` are shown in the right way, getting fired

?will nohappen. Which of the following most'shows the, way'
-John feels?

-

.e

e

.

A. negative feelings.ot disagreements should be openly and
tactfully talked about with whoever is involved

,"B. negative feelings or disagreements should be openly and
tadtfully talked about only with people who work under. you

C. not agreeing with a boss,is a sure way to get fired or
at leasfget in trouble.

D. workets should show only positive feelings to a boss

22
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EFFECTIVE 'ICOMMUNICATIGN

Whieh'of the following bestkdescribes c8'mmunication?..
. 4,

. .

4
A.. 4olle peyson giving directions for finishing a job to another

.person ',' .

,

1. . - .
.

B. an exchange of thoughts,-)opinions .or information between. .

people .

C. two or more people talk hg about something important
D. writtervmessages betweenkpeople

2. Which of the following is not one of the ehreeelements of
communication?

A. he sender of the information
B. the importance of the information.
C. the receiver of the information
D. the message

3. During the process of twb-way communication:

A. information passes only frOt the sender to the receiver,
B. the receiver listens carefully to the message but is not

allowed to ask any questions.
information passes from the sender to the receiver and from
the receiver to the sender'

D. information passes only from the receiver to the sender,

4. Gesturing or showing expressions through movements of the body
is called:

A. verbal. communication
B. non-verbal communication
C. written communication
D. one-way communication

5. A person's self- concept affects his/her agility to communicate
with others. Self-concept refers to:

A. how people see themselves or opinions persons have of themselves
B. people listening for meaning rather than just'hearing
C. giving information clearly so that the receiver can understand

the message
D. how people gee others,or opinions persons have of others '

a, 24
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6:. The fdllowtng diagram best showW
- 1

message
sender

. ""..... response

Ac written communication
B. verbal communication
C. one-way communication
D. wo-way communication

recewr

7. The 'sentence "lfatening means more than hearing" means that:

A. information should be given simply and compl4ely
B. the sender of a message should talk in a clear way

C. hearing is done with the ears, while listening happens when
the receiver understands what the speaker means

D. most people cannot understand messages

. Mistakes that are made by workers because they did not understand
the directions for a job usually happen because of:

A. one-why communication
-, two-way communication
;lack of supervision

D. poor self-concept

9.i Susan has been given a job to do by the boss but does not really
understand the directiond for finishing the job. She should:

A. act as though she understands the directions so she'doesn't
look stupid and do the job anyway

B. act as though she understands the directions and ask other

workers to explain the'directions
C. ask the boss questions about the job in order to make sure

she understands.the directions
D. 'try to get another worker to do.the job who alfeady knows how

10. A boss is giving directions to a *rker but is not sure that the

worker is paying attention. Which of the following might show
that theworker is not paying attention:

A. the worker is leaning slightly toward the boss
B. the worker is not, looking the boss in the eye

C. the worker isenodding his or her hsad in agreement once in

awhile ,
..

..

D. the worker is. asking questions i.

r.
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11 Jill is.a_mW"worker at a small company. She 149: difficulty, -

\taling with other peoplemellje getting upset-because,soie
bf-herfe/loid workers arelf5ding`to tell her how t do her-joh.

r
1ft .-Jill.ip.certainthat she can learn th0 job by herse2.f and,Aoes.

bc"\ not wanto be told what she'ip doing wrong:' On,felloweworkeu
said to-Sill"You always 'think you're riOt.'CaitYtyou eveY-bay
that you4re problem pr6bably happened"

. .

becatigie of:
Nk \Ai.

a

4
!1,A. Jill's ppor se f7ckhcept-

orkets nOt givAg information clearly
C. Jill and her felIow workers not listening to each other
D. the job being too hard for Jill

.

7.

-4

"s4 12. The workers in a large business office are having a communication
Problem. The new ,supervisor always thinks that other people know

'what she is trying to say so she really doesn't explain what she
means. This has caused many mistakes being made by the workers.
When the office manager talked to the supervisor about the situation
the supervisor said that her words just don't seem to come out the
way she wants them to. This communication problem probably happened
because of:

A. the supervisor's poor self-concept
B. the workers not listening carefully, to the supervisor
C. the supervisormot giving information clearly
D. the workers not being as.smart as the supervisor

I

Two -way communication is different frOm one-way' .cOmmunication
because:,

A. two people are involved in the communication,
13; the receiver is nat ,allowed to talk to' the sender of the'

ressage
C . the, receiver of the message makes a response to the sender,

for example, agking a question
D. the sender-give4.the message to the receiver at last twice

in two-way communication in the exact same way

14. Two-way communication ismore effective than one-way ommunication.
Which of the following is. the reason for.this,

A.. the tore people involved in communication the better.
B. ,the sender of a message should never be stopped by the receiver

,
'since thiswilli confuse both ,people.

C. When the receiver of a. message listens to the sender without
making any response the sender knoWs the message has been ,

understood -

D. when the receiver of.a message responds to the sender, for
example b'Y asking a question,' the message will probably be
understood



AS. Most workers need to communicate with others such as fellow
workers, boises, people who work under them and custOmers.
Communication:is. important tO.the smoothoperittion Ofenyorgani-
zation. lillichofthe following does not agree with this
statement?

not able to talk to each other,A.

B.

C.

D.

mben.People are not willing or
..worker may make mistakes

.
effective communication is on
all workers ShouU know about
need to improve.
Communicating effectively is a
do their jobs better

16. Which of the following is not a type
,

important between managers
ebmmunication skills they

skill 'that will help workers

A.

B.

c.

D.

bodylanguage
verbal messages
writteh:measages
iielf-conCept

L

of communication?



1. B

2. B

3. C

4. B

5. A

6. D

. 7. C

8. A

9. C

10. B

11. A

C

13. C

14. D

)A5. B

16. D

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Answer- Key'
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USING CREATIVITY ON THE JOB

1. Which of the following is not true of creativity?

A. creativity
.B. creativity
C. people can,

others
D. creativity

birth

4

is'something that only a few-.0eOple have
Odes not mean the same thing to:everybody
block their own creativity:or the creativity of

is something. potentially given to everybody at

'A way used for getting a large number of ideas for solving a
problem is called:

A. interviewing.
B1, criticizing
C. brainstorming-
D. evaluation

3. Which of thWfoll ng
creativity?

is not

AI'

a blocico "stopper" to a person' s

A. criticizing their las 'before they have a chance
fully

B. writing down all ideas before talking about
any Judgements

C. automatically forgetting about ideas that
to have anything to do with die problem

D. deciding whether an idea is good or bad almost as soon as
it is thought of

to develop

em or making

Just barelyseem

4. When a group of peOPle are using the brainstorming means to solve
a problem, the first step would be:

A. deciding whether ideas are good or bad
B. cr ticiZing other's ideas astheY come up
C. putting the ideas into two grOups of good and
D. think of as many ideas as possible

5. People can use th it creative abilities in different worksituations..
Which of the fol owing is not an example of using creative talent
on the job?

an idea for better use of time and energy
following directions completely and correctly
a plan for doing away pith a report,
an idea fox/ using office space better

"far. out"

A.

B.

C.

D.

I
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6. By-using; their imagination and initiative,,a group of workers
are talking about ways to make the Office run better. These
workers are:

A. using their creative talent to make a work situation better
B. wasting valuable time
C. causing problems for management
D. not supposed to be using imagination and initiative on tht job\

triaWhen people say t t they do not ha4e any creative ability, they are:

A. probeibly correct, since very few people have creative ability
B. blocking their creative talents ..

C. using their initiative and ima inatiosi
D. making themselves more.valuable t their bosses

. A worker who has an idea for a new ma tine to take the place of
something done by hand:

A. is showing creativ ability
B. does not understandsthe working conditions
C. should keep the idea to him or herself
D. should not be using his or her imagination on the job

9. Steve and. Carl have worked together for several months at a job
that they both think is dull. Steve has come up with several
ideas to make the job more interesting. But everytime, arl
bfriticizes the idea. He says that management won't cha the
inky things are being done. Steve then forgets about i . Steve
should probably: s=

. .

A.\ stop thinking of ways to make the job more interesting
B. ,keep thinking of wayllo make the job more interesting until

he comes up with one t at Carl do n't criticize
C. 'follow through with hil6 Likingby to management about

them
D. tame down his ideas so. that Carl will think they are good

FO. A worker h#s come up faith an idea to use plastic instead of wood
for sprodlict being built at the company. This means of using
creativity is an example of:

A. rearranging
B. reversing
C. substituting
D. combining

30
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11 Creative thinking may mean questioning ideas that many pebple
accept without thinking about or disagreeing with commonly accepted
ways of doing things. Tills concept is best illustrated by:

A. a worker who says that all workers should be allowed to-set
their own work schedules

B. a worker makingda'window display for the Christmas shopping
sehson using a. Santa Claus and toys

C. a sales manager of a department store deciding which items to
put on'sale in order to increase sales

D. workers who follow directions correctly

12 A worker has come. up with an idea to change the way things are
done in an office by giving two jobs to one person who does not
have enough work to do. This means of using creativity is an
example,Of:

A. substituting
B. combining
C. reversing
D. changing the size

13. Marla has worked in the display department of.a large department
store for several years. She started working as a helper and has
worked her way up to department manager. Marla is a very creative
person who seems to always come up with good display ideas. Marla
does, not listen to any of.her workers' ideas since she is sure
that the workers can beet be used to cgtry ont her ideas. Marla
seems to.believe:

A. everyone .has creative ability
B. only a lucky few have creative ability
C. not letting workers be creative can be harmful.
D. all workers should be allowed to shbw their creative, abilities

14. Workers'should examine their own creative abilities and how these
abilities can be developed more. 'Which of the following does not
Agree with this statement?

A. people can develop their creative ability through learning
and practice .!

B. creative ideas are needed in any situation where phere are
problems with.unknown answers

C: by developing and using creativity, workers can make their
jobs more interesting

D. 'onlY.a lucicy few have creative ability d these people are
needed Only in certain jobs
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15. John and Martin were fighting about whether workers should Cry to
develop their creative abilities. John said that workers who
develop and use creativity. can make tpeirjobs more interesting.,
Be also stated that creaiive.workep often come up with ideas that
46prove-the company. jiattin, however, said that workers should
do their jobs theWaYhey are told to do therL.Ile stated that
theonly'good ideas would come from the person who was, hired to
think of new ways of doing things. With which of the following

.would Martin agree?

'

A. creative ideas can come from only a lucky few people
B. creative ideas can*ome from almost anyone
C. people can develop-their creativity by learning and practice
D. by paying attention to what we usually do not ppy attention to,

we can open our minds to new ways-.of thinking

16. :Itch of ,the following do you have to-think is true in order to
develop your creativity?

A. creativity is a talent o only a few lucky people:
B. creativity is a characterie

n

c potentially Liven to-all
l.0 human beings a.birth

.

C.f people cannot change their thinking habits
D. creative thinking cannot be learned or practiced

.

a,
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USING CREATIVITY ON THE JOB

Answer Key

. 1. A

2. C

3. B
4. D

B

6. A

7. B

8. A 7.4'^

9. C

10. C.

11. A

12. B

;'13.
14. D

15. A
16. B
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PROBLEM SOLVING
e °

4. The first step in problem solving isi

A. evaluating
B. idea finding
C. fact'finding
D. solution finding

2. Problem solving can best be described a :
-

A. working in groups to gather facts
B. 'the process of deciding what to.do about something
C. "evaluating the, results of a solution
D. working by yourself tO come up with ideas

.3. Which one of the following is true of problem solving:

A. the ability to solve problems is something you are born
with, you either'have it or you don't

B. every problem has one good solution
C. one thing that can make a problem harder to solve is not

*understanding for surek what the real problem is
D. once you figure out a solution to a problem, you are finished

solving the problem

Thelast step in the problem solving process is:

A. fact finding
B. idea finding
C. solution finding
D. evaluating

5. Which of the followingibest describes the probleM solving process?

A. solving problems mostly ihvolVes 'trial and errpr
B. problem solving is a planned step-by-step process
C. problem solving is a careless method of getting ideas
D. solving problems mostly involves guessing

6.L,-Looking at a solutions to a problem to see how it worked and to
find out if anything else needs to be done is called:

efact finding
'B. 'idea finding

1

C. solution finding
D. evaluating

34
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7. A worker who says "I don't have to know how to solve problems.
Solving problems is not part of my lob;-Zither people *get paid
to solve problems " is:1

A. corrlect because most, workers do-not,have to solve problems
on thb job

A. correct because most workers are not allowed to solve any
problemscon the job

C. incorrect because most workers solve problems every day.
D. corriict because most workers donot hlve the ability to

solve problems on the job

Workers who have poor problem solving skills: °

41 ,

A. view problem s with the idea they can solve them
B. .understand and use the steps of problem solving
C. .should let others who were born with the skills solve their

problems for them .

D. Amy cause more problems for themselves when trying to
solve a problem

9. Rhoda works as the secretary for a small business. Her employer
owns the business. One day Rhoda had to Iget some letters.typed
before the mail Was picked up. The boss' wife'brought in a4dob
for her country club meeting and wanted it typed right away% ,
The same thing had happened several other time -.Which of the
following best states the real problem:

A. Rhoda had an important job to do that would of be finished
if she did the job for her boss'

B. the boss'. wife is inconsiderate of Rhoda's situatian
C., how can Rhoda get home on time if she has toidci both jobs
D. does the'business work or the boss' wife's work cone first

and how can Rhoda find out

10. 'Jim has worked for a construction company for six months and
earns good money; He likes his job except-for one'thing. Jim
has-two bosses who have.different ideas about the way things
should be done. He gets upset when he does something to please .

one boss and then is told by the other boss that"the jalt should
be done another way. Jim is very serious about his job and does
not like-being told allthe'time that he is doing something
wrong by one 'of the bodses. WhiCh of the following seems to
be the most important fact in this 'problem?

A. Jim works for a Construction company
B. Jim -earns good money
C. JIM has two bosses with different ideas
D. Jim is very serious about his, job

5
I ) .
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11, Jack's job in the shipping department is to check damaged goods
returned by customers and decide whether to give the customers
back their money or, not. 06 day he received, some merchandise
frok a customer that had been used wrong-by the customer. Jack
refused to give t4 customer the money back because the mercHandise
was damaged by the customer after it had been bought. The.customer
was very upset and Said that the' merchandise was damaged because
the directions for use were not,clear. Jack had never heard this
reason before and did not know what, to do. He pave the customer the
money back but wondered how-to solve the problem if it- happened
again. Which of the following is the:best aolution for,the
problem? Jack should:

A. do nothing, because the problem will more than likely never
happen again 'J

B. talk to his boss about what happened and come up with a rule
to follow the next'time the situation comes up

C. fight with any customer in this 'situation to try to save
,-,the' company money

not bother hii boss. with the problem and just" give all
customers in this'situation their money back

12: Sharon had just opened a small leather shop of her own. Business
was not very good: After about a month of being in business she
decided she had. better advertise in the newspaper to try to
increase sales. Sharon thought that this was a good solution
to'her problem and so did other small business owners she talked
with. She adVertised,for two weeks but sales did not go up-at
,all? Sharon thbughE she had solved the problem.but had not.
Which of the following is the next step in the problem solving
process for Sharon? 4

A., evaluate the results of the solution
B. give up trying to solve the prolem because if a good

.solution doesn't work,the problem cannot.be solved.
C. start the problem solving process over again with fact finding
D. try the same solution again.

13. Many people try to solve problems by staffing with one solution
even if the, solution does not solve the problem. These people
have the wrong belief that:

-104.

A. every problem has one, good solution,
B. solving problems mostly, involves-trial andlerror
C. 'evaluating a solution to aproblem'is an impotant part of

probleth Sortring
D. if a solution does not solve the pipileM they shoUld start

, the problem Solving process over ''...:::::
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14. People can develop good piOblem solving skills. through Practice.
Which of the following does not support this statement?

A. most people.can develop their ability to solve problems,
B. because people face many kindi of problems, they need to

-team to be flexible in their thinking
C. the ability to solve problems.is something you arel'orn with

you either have it or you don't
,

D. people can. developtheir ability to solve problems by
learning and using ,the steps of thiproblem Eloping process

15.. bob-and Anna were fighting about whether people can learn problem
'solving skills. Bob said that certain people are boriutitt the
'ability to solve probleme'and others are not. Anna, aowever, said
that ali.people fate problems of some kind'everyday'and that people
hive a chance to learn the eteps of problem solving and use them,
in problem situations. She said that many people just'don't try
to develop their.problem solving skills and that is why they -N

don't get any better at solving problems. With which of the
following statements would Anal agree?

A. people eithet have good problem solving skills or they don't
B. people can develop their abilityto solve problems by learning

and practice
C.' every probiem has one good "solution
D. the ability toesolve'problems is not very.impottant for

most people

16.VWhich of the fbilowing Pest describes why people should
their problem solving skills?

develop
.

A. the problems that,Most people face are small and have, simple
solutions. These problems,take vary,little problem soling
ability.

most problems worth solving are fiery bard and complicated
and,take specialists to solve

C. because people are likely to face many different kinds of
problems they need to develop their abilities to solve problems

D. solving problAns requires only that people get help from others
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1. C

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. B

6. D

.7. C

PROBLEM SOLVING
,

Answer Key

'8. -D
1.

9. D

10. C

11. B

12. C

'I' 13. A

c. 14. C

. 15. B

16. C
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MITHoUTY AND RESPONSIBILITY

1: Authority in a job situation can beit be described as:

A. the duty of workers to do their jobs correctly
, B. the true way an organization works

C. the right to decida, to act and to direct others to act in
reaching organizational goals

D. a description of how tocarry out job duties

2. Responsibility in a job situation can best

A. the duty of workers
B. the power to reward

goals
C. the right to decide, to

reaching organizational
D. a description of how to

be described as:'

to their boss to do their jobs correctly
and punishworkers to reach organizational

act and to direct others
goals

carry out job dOtiea

3. An organization chart :, -

A. de;cribes all of the jobs in an organization
B. shows the formal lines of authority within an organization
C. gives the organization's rules and regulations
D. shows all the liAes of communication within an organization

4. Which of the following is not true of the informal organization?

to act in
c

A.

B.

G.

D.

the informal organization forms because of personal relationships
within the formal organization
the informal- organization helps give workers_a feeling of
belonging and. emotional support
the)informai organization can work for or against the formal
organization
the informal organization is always ell-ddfined and easy to
identify

5. The following diagram shows:

HT-1
1 1 ch.1

A. 'the,informalOrganization t
B. the formal lines of authority within an orgaMation
C.' all the lines of communication within an organization
D. how important each position is to the organization

39



lk,The'informal organization can 'help the forMal organization reach
its goals. This idea is best shown by:

A. workers not following-company rules by acting as a group
I- B. workers workin; together to help a fellow worker with a large

job imorder to finish it on time
C. workers forming a car pool to save vas
De workers have formed a bowling team for a local league

7. A-worker's responsibility is more than just doing a job. Workerh
who show lo)ialty, enthusiasm, dependability, honesty and-a
willingness to learn and accept criticism, are showing:

0

8-.

A. a negative attitude
a positive attitude. if,

C. an ability to handle the technical parts of their job
D. that they cahlthah4ie thetechniCal partaof their jobs

A worker who has the same job as many other workers but who has.
more influence thap the others can be said to have:

A. informal authbrity
B. formal authority
C. formal responsiblity
D. a bad attitude

. 9, Seven employers from different departments of a large comp* havt
.

formed a basketball team. They play other teams on Saturday
mornings, They have gotten to know each other very well. Some-
times they call on each other for help when a /ob needs to be done'
in a hurry: This is an example of:

10.

I

A. 'negative attitudes on.the.job
B. the duty of workers to-their boss. to do their jobs correctly

,;,C. the formal organization
D. the informal organization

Gwen works in the customer se ice departmerit of
is not helping customers with t it problems she
much to do% 'She was given anoth r job to do one

a bank. When she
does not have
week by her boss

in addition to her,normal job. The job was not verybig and could
have easily been &melt' a day,or so. When the week was over the

. boss asked Gydn how the job had gone. Gwen had not done the jobr
and toldtheboss that she had not had time. This situation is an
example of a worker:

(
A., planning; ahead to make. sure woek is done on time

%,/
B. wbrking for tesulps with a good attitude
C. -stayinsawayjrom responsibility by'making excuses
D. 'handillng responsibility by:dealing withdifferent work situations

40
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Workers can deal with their new jobs faster if they start learning
about their job responsibilities and authority r ht away Mcause:

eas about their
A. it is not important Tói workerd,tohaVe clear

job responsibility:and authority'
B. a formal job deacription does not give workers information

about job-responsibility and authority
C. .trial anderror,is the best means to use to learn about job.

responsibility and Authority.
r .

D.' knowing about job authority and reaponsibiity can cause workers
to make less and help new workers to be better workers

12. Bill,had beenworkingjor:six month befOre he was fired. Bill
'did his labbetter than any Of,the other workers in,the office,'
but he had often said he would not help others with their work
when they had too 4uch to do. Bill did just'enOugh work"tO get
hyi Bill had called in sick mady times and three times missed
workwithoUt telling hia bOss, .Since Bill:was good at his job,
he did not like being toyllow to do,his job.an&got angry when
he was criticized by the boss. Bill was probably fired because:

A. the boss did not like Bill
.B. he made the other Workers look bad by doing his job so well

C. he did not approach job with a positive attitpde
Dr. the boss expected. too m h from Bill

13. Workers should know about,sthe influerice of the informal organization
/--- as well as the lines of authority formed by the formal 'organization.

On whicli of the following is this statement based?

A. the lormal orga tion is usually well-defined and easy
pick out; however, ny job situations are also influenced
by an informal orga zation,thatsis-important to see and
understand

the,formal.organization as shown by.,,an organization chart,
shows all of the lines of coMmunication within an orsanization,
any important information will come o a worker thrash the
formal organization

the informal organization always works against the formal
organization-,3 workers need to know about the informal organization
so-they can stay away from it and keep 'their jobs.

D. the informal organization has all of the lines of communication
within.an organization, any important information will come
to a worker through"the informal organization



14. Which of the 'following best states w t business usually wants
from their workers?

A. businesses expect workers to handle the technical parts of
their jobs only

B. businesses expect'workers to be 1yal, enthusiastic,,dependable,
honest and willing to learn and accept criticism as well as
handling the technical parts of their jobs

C. businesses'expectibaclactions from workers because they know,
peoPle don't really like to work

D. busineSses expect Workers to do only enough work to get by

15. Ellen and Joan ne were fighting about the importance of the informal
organization at their business. Ellen-said that the .informal alsgani-
zation was bad forthe'Company becaUse.it got in the way of the
formal organilation,Aand tried to get.workers tO not pay attention
tocoMpAny rules. :Joanne, said that she agreed with Ellen. But,
she alsn-said that the informal organization helVed the business
get thinga.dOneand also gave the:workers a feeling of belonging,
and emotional support: ich one of the fdlloWing shows how
Joanneyould'end the tal

1

A.' the
1,st ,

informal organization, always works- "for the formal organization
B. the informal organization always works against the formal

organilation 4

organization can work for.or against the
formal organizat

D. .the informal. organi on is usually easy to pick out in a
company,

16 A worker said:. "I'm finished king excuses'for myself when I
fail on the job. Making excuse just causes more problems."
Which of the following does not gree with4this sentence?

A. people who make excuses may =tart eo believe their own-
excuses after awhile

B. making excuses s a good way staying away from failure and
keeping your jo

C. making. excuses c n ecome a ha it -

D. workers who make excuses,may l e confidence,-because they
never give themselves a chance to succeed
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. LEADERSHIP

1. Which of the following isot a basic style of leadership?

A. "iron-fisted_" (autocratic)
B. "hands-off"' (Iaissez-faire)
C. official
De "let's-vote"'(democrafic)

2. Which of the following is true of leadership?

A. leaders are born witgcertain qualities that make them good
leaders

.

B. leadership is a combination of skills that people can develop
through learning and practice

C. leaders the always chosen because of what they did in the
pasr'epd ability

D. leaders are always chosen because of who they know, rather
than because of their ability

3. In the "iron- fisted" (autocratic) style of leadership:decisions are
made by:

/
A. the leader only
B. the, group ratherthan the leader
C. no one
D. the group and the leader

. Leadership roles that have to. do with the group's goals are
'called:

A. maintenance roles
B. fo al roles
C. info 1 roles
D. task oles

5. Two theories of leadership are theory X and theory Y. Which of
the following[sentences best describes e main difference in
the two. theories?

A. one theory uses the."let's v " deMocrafic) style'of leader-
ship'and the other theory uses-the "hinds -off" (laissez-faire).
style of leadership

B.. one theory says that people,hate work and try to stay away
'from it when they can and the. other theory sayS that work can
be esource of satisfaction'.for people t'N

one theory says that leaders are born and the other theory says
that-leaders are made

D. one theory uses one hbaafor.each.wOrker and the other theory
uses tore.than one boss for each'worker

(IP



6. A boss lets group members help make a decision. . Vhich style of
leadership is the boss-using?

A. .I'iron-fisted",(attocratic)
.

B. "hands-off" (laissez-faire)
C. "let's-vote" (democratic) ot,

D, official

7. One theory of leadership style is.thgory X. Which of the following
is not true of Lieory X?

A. people hate, work and stay away from work if possible
.B. work can be a source of satisfaction for people
C. workers would rather stay away from responsibility and making

decisions
D. most workers in an organization must be for ed:or 'frightened

to get them to work hard

8. When people say "leaders are born, not made" they are:

A. pr6t'abb7 correct because",most of the qualitiea it takes to
be a leader cannot be learned

B. probably correct because leaders are always chosen by "who
they know" rather than because of theirability

,C. probably wrong because lea42Eship is a skill that people can
. develop through learning, practice

D. probably correct bec e leaders are always people who "rule
with an iron hand"

. Which of.the followingja an example of a leader doing.a maintenance
or people role? 0

A. .asking managebent'for more money for the workers
supervisor of:a group "of workers is telling the workers

how to do a job
C. the superVisor of a group of workers is checking to see if

the job was done correctly
D. the supervisor of a group of workers is making a report to

management abOut work done during the past week

10. John is a manager in a large department store. The workers who
. work for John describe him daa.dictator. John does n accept

any suggestions from the yorkers and is always giVing orders.
WhiCh ofthe following leadership styles does:John use?

A. "liands-Off"(laiasez-faire)
B. "let1i7yote" (democratic).
C. official
D. "iroft4istee (autocratic)

45
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gusan is the office manager for a business.: A worker has come up
with an idea for doing a job faster and better. Before Susan will
allow,the worker to use the idea on the job she is going to have
all of the workers talk about the idea. Then as a group, the
workers will decide whetherto use the new idea or'not. Which
of the following leadership styles is Susan using?

A. "hands-off" (laissez-faire)
B. "let's-vote" (democratic)
C. official
D. "iron-fisted "qautocratic)

12. Larry just got a job in an organization and has a leadership role.
Which of the following sentences is not good advice fot.Larry?

A. Larry should figure out which style or styles of leadership
suit him best

,u
B. Larry should remember that each leadership style has a different

effect on the job and people'involved
C. Larry, should remember that which leadership style fo use,

depends partly on the situation
Larry should pick one leadership style to use and never change
it

13. A leader wild is almost alwaysconcerned with the task rolesof
leadership probably uses which of the following leadership styles?

A. "iron-fisted" (autocratic)
B. "let'.s- vote" (democratic)
C. official
D. "hands-off" (laissez-faire)

14. 'A leader should use both the task and maintenance roles of leader-
ship. On which of the following is this sentenpe based?

A. people would rather work foi a leadei interested in people
B. people would rather-work for a leader interested in the job
C. groups whose leaders pay attention to both the people and the

job get the most done and get along the best
D. most workers in anrganization must be forced or frightened

to get them to work hard
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15. Managers and bosses who believe In the theOry X of leadership
probably'use which of the following leadership styles most of
the time?

A.

B.

C.

D.

"iron-flsted" (autocratic)
"let's;-work".(democratic)
"hands-oW (laissez-faire)
official

16. Which of the following combinations of leadership theories and
leadership styles probably go together best most of the time?

A.

B.

C.

D.

1

theory X and
theory Y and
theory X and
theory Y and

democratic style
democratic style
laissez-faire style
autocratic style

e
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COPING WITH CONFLICT

1. Which of the following best describes conflict?

.A. a conflict ends in a violent fight between people
B. conflift happens when a person's actions interferes with or

frightens another person
. conflict only happens when one person is right and the other

person is wrong
D. conflict situationsGare always bad

.d

2. Conflict situations happen in four different stages Which-of the
following is the last stage of a conflict situation?.

'A. taking sides
B. keeping score
C. tht showdown
D. adjustments

4

. -Which of the following is not usually a cause of conflict on
the job?'

A. workers who have different needs or goals
B. workers trying to stay away from hard or unpleasant jobs
C. the different prejudices workers have toward others
D. all of the above may be causes of conflict on the job

4. A good means of dealing with conflict is compromise. Which of
the following bedt describes compromise?

A. ,delaying
B. avoiding
C. confronting with poWer
D. give and take

5. Jerry handles a conflict,situation by changing the subject when
. the conflict comes up when talking, Jerry is:

A. confronting the conflict situation
B. delaying the handling of the conflict situation
C. avoiding th conflict situation
D. compromising by not talking about the conflict situation

6./ Many conflicts that happen on the job are caused by prejudice.
Which of the following conflicts is caused byprejudice?

A. a fellow worker is always late for work causing others
more work

.
, .

aB. young worker is,treated unfairly by older workers
C. a worker .is using fellow workers in order to-look good to

the boss
: .-_

D. 'a fellow worker does careless work- that makes other workers
. lOok bad
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7. Workers who handle a conflict by'talking it over, listening to
both sides, stating and making the problem clear, thinking about
answers to the.conflictj deciding on an acceptable solution and,
evaluating the .results are handling the conflict-by which of the
following methods?

.A. confronting the conflict and compromising
B. confronting the conflict and using power
C. delaying settling the conflict
D. avoiding handling the conflict

I

8. The last stage of a conflict is called adjustments. One or both
sides may decide to make some change in their behavior. If one

4.* side is asked to make all the adjustments, which of the following
likely to happen?

4

A. the conflict will be settled
B. the conflict will start over again
C. the confliCt will be Maided
D. the conflict will be h;7114settled

9. Juan trys-to get everything just 'right and does his job very well
He gets very upsetwith a fellow worker who is always making
mistakes. This causes Juan more work since he as to correct the
mistakes. Several times Juan has "blown-up" a this person, which
has caused hard feelings. How can this si uation best be handled?

1

10.

A. Juan should keep,"bloWing-up" at the fellow worker whenever
-rmistakes are made to make sure the fellow worker knows he is
_upset

B. Juan should not worry about the other person's work and just
correct the mistakes when they happen

C. Juan should do nothingnoWndiwait to see ifthe problem..
'goes away

rs. Juan should talk to the fellow worker about the problem, he
should listen to reasonefOr.the mistakes and both workers can
-then decide,on tan answer to the problel.

You are the bins of several workers and have
following problem, . A conflict has developed
over who should have to do a new job that is
Workers say that the-seWer workers should do
workers do not think this is f5177Thich of
best means of handling the conflict?

4
to handleythe
between the workers
very hard. The older
the job` and the newer.
the following is the

A. stay out of the conflict and let the workers settle the conflict
in,whate0er way they can

B. do something thatrwill ."coOl off" the situation for a short time
C. listen to both sides, think about several answers, decide on

an answer by compromising and put the answer to the problem
into action

D. make whatever decision seems best to ou and.say you will hold
gay back from workers who do not go al with your decisfqn

(%
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11. .Prejudices can cause a difficult kind of conflict. Which of the
following is an example .of a conflict that has been caused by
prejudice? .

.A. a worker who has no right to be is very bossy causing other
workers not to like him or her

B. certain workers are treated unfairly by the boss because
they are young

C. a worker is causing a conflict by "using" othef workers in
order to look good to the boss

D. certain workers are trying to stay away from hard jobs, this
is unfairly making more 'work for others,

I

12. Ellen has spent many days working on a new filing system for the
office. Thenew system works much better than the old system did
and takes up less space. Ellen is pleased with the system and is
proud to have come up with it. One morning shortly after the system
was started, she heard the office managet taking credit for coming
up with the system while explaining it to the company president.
Ellen is now,vety upset. The conflict that has developed is an
example.of'a conflict caused by:

A. Workers being treated with prejudice
B. workers with different needs or goals trying to get what they

want or need at the expense of others
C. workers-who cannot or will not do their jobs correctly
D. workers trying to stay away from unpleasant or hard jobs

13. For many reasons, conflict situations often come up between
workers on the job. Which one of the following best states the
reason why workers should be able to handle conflict?

there is no room for trouble makers on the jab
B. .conflict is always a bad or unpleasant situation that should

be' stayed away from
C. by working out conflicts workers can make changes to improve

their working situations .

D. handling conflict situations should be 'a matter of habit
for workers

Which of the following sentences is not true of conflict situations
on ,the job? 7

A. on the job, conflict may cause workers to becomeemixed up,
upset and not milling to help ,each other

B. the best thing to do 'when conflict happens is to ignore it
Ca: conflict can be a learning experience for workers

4
D. Sometimes.conflict on the job may end in a fight

,1 .

5.
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15. gost conflicts go through four stages. Which of the following
stages of.conflict is most important for settling the conflict?

A. taking sides
B. the showdown
C. adjustments
D. keeping score-

.

16. Bob'said; "There should never be monflict on the job,. the boss
should just tell the other workers what to do and the workers
should follow ordera.." Which of the following sentences does
not agree with Bob's beliefs?

A. by working out conflicts, workers pan make changes to imprOve
theirworking situation

B. conflict'is usually bad or unpleasant
C. conflict may cause Workers to be mixed up, upset and not

willing to help others
D. conflicts will not happen if the boss uses authority or

1.

to.
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COPING WITH CHANGE

1. People have to deal with changes in their lives:

A. only once in awhile.
B. probably every day
C. only if they want to
D. never ,

2. People's attitudes toward change has something to do, with their
ability to deal with change effectively. Which of the following
is not'an attitude that favors change?'

A. optimism
B. self-confidence
C, pessimism
D. flexibility

3. Which of the following is not important when learning to accept
change,

A. being set in yoir wayb and not willing to change
B. knowing about the. good. pointS'of a change
C. 'knowing abOut.thebad.points'of'a change
D. coming up yithmays ofidecreasing the bad points'of a change.

4. When deciding how to react tochanges,,the_first seep_in decision-
making is:

A. making a decision
B. finding alternatives ,

Cf defining the problem
D. understanding thesittiation

5. The more.people accept change, the:

A. harder it isto deal. with the change
B. easier it is to deal with the change
C. - more time it takes to deal with .the ,change
D. dumber they are-

'6, Workers who-do notwant to accept a certain change can fight It
in many ways" Jhich of the following ways of fighting change is

, themost likely to cayse prziglems for workers?

A.- comprOmise or substitute',
B. xequest not-to comply with-the change.

, C. fight the change
.D. refuse to.accept the-change'

P.
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One way for, people -to deakwith c gesthat they do npt like is
tp compromise. WhiCh of the-fbiloQring is an eXample of comproMising?

1 .

,

A. not being willing to accept the change,and-take the-.consequences
B. fight the change because it ,i6 unnecessary
C. come up with a substitute plan that will be accepted in plac

of.the change ,

D. looking for the bad pointa about the change

0
8. Optimism, self- confidence, flexibility, enthusiasm for life,: 'C

Willingness to.actelIt uncertainw and sell-control describe people
.:whO usually have

40
A. a-positivetittitude. toward change
B. a negatiVeytiitude toward change.
C. difficYlty'dealing with:change
D. Irouble dealing with new work-situations

Evelyn has worked in the shipping department of a lar,ge business for
three years. 'Hanagemene has decided to put together the shipping
department and the receiving department to save money@ Fewer workers
will. .be needed to run the new department and some jobs will be done
away With. Evelyn just got the word that she will have to learn
a new job if she wants to stay with the bUsiness. She is upset
with having to change jobs because she likes her job and does-not
want to be bothered with learning a new one. Whi-Ch'of the following
should Evelyn probably do?

A. fight the change
B. dod4t change jobs and take the-consequences- .0
C: accept the change but\look at both the good and bad points

of the change c1. *'
D. try to getout of the change by saying her job id too

important:to get rid of-

10. One way of dealing with change:is to try:to accept the change by .1
,''knowing about its good'points and bad points and dscreasingAIs

bad points. This idea is best Showy by which of the following
Sentences?

A.' "I don't think I should have to change.SinCe:I have worked
'here for ten years!"

By.. "The change:is going to cause some problems for me;7But I
think it will be good for me in the end":

.

C: y I don't have to acCept this change:and I'm going to fight it
all the way" ,

D. "I'will accept the change:11'1 ,am allowed to make some changes
in the plan" .

-
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Gary and all of the other workers at the store hav= just heard
that all -workers will have to start wearing unifo with the
business name on them. CustOmers.have not been abl to see sales
people when they need help. Gary is the only worker at' he store
who never deals with customers since he is in charge if record
keeping-gild does net leave his office. Gary does noi ant to
wear a uniform everyday andi_does not see any reason-fo him to
change.' If Cary does not want to change he should prob bly:

1 ,

A. accept the change anyway and try to find some good, oints
B., make a,request to management that he not be made wea the

uniforms since all changes are not meant ,to include all
employee .,all the time

C. 'fight the change by complaining to management
D. Jcefuse,to accept the change and tali, the consequences

12 A petson,is faced with a change situation on the job and is trying
to decide whot to dd about the change. Which of the following steps
in the decision-making process is the person using?

A. understandihg the situation
B. ilefinipgsthe problem

findillg alternatives
D. makipK4 selection

All peoPle'do not thinkkthe ame way about change. It is not right
to expect everYverson to either completely accept'or mpletely
reject a change. On which of the following is this sen ence,based?

theearedegrtes of acceptance or rejettiOn in a reaction
to change

#

B. all peopleedct to. change in the same way
C. wIien people are faced with a changing situation they can

completely accept or.completely reject the change
D. workers must accept changes on the job,

14. A change in the price of oil has something to do with the price a
person pays for gasbline. This-change may also have something to
do with money, that an oil worker makes. On which of thei following
IS this sentence based?

A. chariges affect all people in the same way
B. only changes that affect large numbers of people are important
C. changes affect different people in different ways
D. refusing to accept change is.a difficult job



. .

-.15., In order to accept a change' with a good attitude, people must
know about the good points and bad'points and think of ways to
decrease the bad points.. Which o£ ..the following does not agree
with this sentence?.

- .

A. most changes have good points and bad pants
changes are either all good or all bad

. change affects different people in differ4 ways

. by looking at the good points, we can accep change more
easily

Which di the following best describea why people should 'Itarn.to
deal with Awe?

A: people have .to'deal with changes every day inn all parts
of their lives ,

peoples attitude toward change cannot beLchanged
only management or other leaders have to deal,with change
on the job

. the rate of change in the world is slowing down
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ADAPTING AND.
0/

PLANNING IraklIfE 'FUTURE

The iforld of work is changing fa S. -The rate of change in the
futUre.willprobably be: .

,

A. slower than- today
B. faster than today
C. about the same as today
Dr. impossible to prediCt

9

2. A career plan that allows workers to plan for their future:

A. should be flexible and able to be changed
B. should be rigid And stuck to at all costs
C. is not helpful' to workers
D. is based all on the past

. Which of the followingis a correct description of the futui.e?

A. the future is already fixed
B. the future iS all a matter'of chance

.

C. people are in complete control: of xheir futures
D. none of the above description4-is correct by itself

4. Which of the folloWing will not affectworkersin. the fUture?
..,

A. population Changes
B. changes in the .iteviktonment
G. ecoriclin4i--hatr,geittli-s.:.7-..
D. all of the' aboVe4Tifl-affeCi'-wOrkeirs°it.She. future

5.

-

Workers.who- believe that the future is already fixed.wouId

1.

A. see no use in planning for the future
B. .depend on good luck
C. act as though they are in complete control of their futures
D. none.of the above

6. The idea that workers' in the future will change jobs ten times
before'ltheY retire best shows whiCh Of.the following

t
ideas?

0-;7

A. there will.be many people:out ,of work.'
B. technological advances mill be slow in coming
C. jobs. will become out., of datevery quickly

. D. ;workers will no longer take pride in their work



. A worker wbo says, "The future is a great" roller .coaster that we,
tide, through life unable to get off or direct" is describing the
future as: ;

A. fixedand beYond our control W.
B. all a matter of chance

. 4
C.' able to.becompletely controlled
D. a mix of al of tie; above ideas

.

. 8. Raising,the retirement age, of4forkeam to age 75 best shows which
of the following ideas?

A. many jobs that are here today will not be here in-the future
'B. workers will be given time off to imam new skills
C. seniority will be abandoned as a means towards promotion
D. the U.S. population will increase slowly. There will be-fewer

young people looking for jabs.

3

Nancy has just graduated from high school and ha learned how to
run several modern office machines. Which of e fallowing is
most likely to happen?

4

A. Nancy will be-using the skills she learned for the rest of
her working career

(B. Nancy will have-to learn new skillsbefore getting a job
because thg skills learned'Are probably already out of date

C. Nancy will use the skills she learned as soon as she gets a
job but will probably have .to learn new skalls.in the years
to come y

D: Nancy will not be able to use the skills learned at school
because the office machines used in business are not*as
modern as those office machines used in schools,

10. TwO,workers have been working-at the same job for several years.
The'workers have just been told by management that one of them has

Ohto be let go, and the other given a new job at takes different
skills., The worker mbstlikely to get the new jobt4s:

A. the worker. who'has.updated his or her skills by learning new
skills over the years A

B. the worker who is lucky
U. the worker who is. younger
D. a new worker will probably be hired

60
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11. If armada two-thirds of the jobs available in'the yeai 2,000 4
not exist today, which of the following is probably true?

A. two-thirds of the country's. workers will be out of work
B. people will have to plan for different jobs during their

careers
C. skills lea ed in high school will be the same skills used

-

throughout a person'sworkingcareer
D. most workers will work at the same job for all of their careers.. .

12. L'arry has been at his job for two years and would like to. stay
with the company. However, he has just been told-by.management
that -a change is being_mide t t will cause him to change jobs in
order to stay with the'company. Larry should probably;

A. refuse to change jobs .

B. learn the skills needed for the new jobs 40
C. find a job with another compOy'using the skills he has now
D. try ko convince management not to make the change.

13. A grodlo of workers were talking about their. plans fot the future%
and the chance of having to go back to school to learn new skills.

-.The boss who was listening to them talk said that he or she would
!' not have to worry about learning ifett skills because the way to
*- be alboss will never change. Whidh of the following best describes

the boss' belief toward the future?

. A. in order to deal withchangesin their work environment,
,,,'workers need to be prepared for changes

B. plans for. the 'future must be flexible enough ,to al.loW workers
to make adjustments as changes happen

C. planning for thelfuture is needed by some workers but not
by all workers,

D. people who set goals are involved in creating their own
future

14. The world of work will change even faster in the future than it
is ahanglhg now. If this sentence is true, which of the following

' will probably not happen?

A. workerswillhave to change jobs severalottes ddringthdir
careers

B. -workersjWill stay on one using the same skills for their
, whole carper.

C. most of the jobs that will be here in the year 2,000 are not
even here today

D. workers will have to learn new skills after they finish high
school just to keep their jobs
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15. The length of time a worker has worked for a company will not

count toward promotions and advancement. If this sentence is
correct, which oUlthe following, is the reason why?

A. those workers who have current knowledge and skills will be
valuable to the company

B. the retirement.aile will be raise to seventy-five
0 C. the retirement,ale will be lowered to forty-five

D. seniority will be even more important for job promotions in
'the future than it is today

16. Which one t,f the following best describes why workers need to
have flexible career plans?

A. the future is fixed and.there is nothing that can be done
to change it

B. in order to deal with changes at work, workers need to be
prepared foi changes, including opportunities and bad.lyck
the future is all a'matter of chance and workers will naed to
depend completely on good luck

D. Arkers who-have a career plan ate in complete- control of
their future
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3. D

4. D

7. A
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15. A

16. B
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